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Conceptual Framework for Designing Agri-Food Supply Chains under 
Uncertainty by Mathematical Programming Models  
Agri-food sector performance strongly impacts global economy, which means that 
developing optimisation models to support the decision-making process in agri-
food supply chains (AFSC) is necessary. These models should contemplate 
AFSC’s inherent characteristics and sources of uncertainty to provide applicable 
and accurate solutions. To the best of our knowledge, there are no conceptual 
frameworks available to design AFSC through mathematical programming 
modelling while considering their inherent characteristics and sources of 
uncertainty, nor any there literature reviews that address such characteristics and 
uncertainty sources in existing AFSC design models. This paper aims to fill these 
gaps in the literature by proposing such a conceptual framework and state of the 
art. The framework can be used as a guide tool for both developing and analysing 
models based on mathematical programming to design AFSC. The implementation 
of the framework into the state of the art validates its. Finally, some literature gaps 
and future research lines were identified. 
Keywords: agri-food supply chain; design; uncertainty; conceptual framework; literature 
review 
1. Introduction 
Agri-Food Supply Chains (AFCS) are responsible for bringing agricultural products from 
the farm to the fork (Esteso, Alemany, and Ortiz, in press). Since these supply chains 
(SC) comprise the largest manufacturing sector in Europe, and contribute to the economy 
with 4.25 million employees and a turnover over €1 trillion, it is critical to develop 
effective and efficient models and methods to support AFSC decision-making processes 
and to optimise AFSC performance (Amorim et al. 2016, FoodDrink Europe 2016). 
Such performance is strongly influenced by factors such as uncertainty sources 
(e.g. weather, diseases, pests) and product characteristics (e.g. perishability), which 
differentiate AFSC from other industrial SC. Therefore, generic decision-making models 
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and methods for designing and operating SC cannot be easily extrapolated to the agri-
food sector since they do not represent real AFSC performance. 
A first step, and one of the most critical ones for optimising AFSC performance, 
is to adequately design them as tactical and operational decisions, as well as their impact 
on overall SC performance, will depend on their configuration (Baghalian, Rezapour, and 
Farahani 2013). Tsolakis et al. (2014) point out that despite the significance of SC 
configuration decisions and a number of papers that address them in the general SC 
management context, the relevant agri-food literature on this topic is limited. This is 
probably due to the difficulties imposed by the structure and complexity of an entire agri-
food chain’s relationships, and to incoming uncertainties that characterise this particular 
network type. 
In their review of operational research models applied to fresh fruit SC, Soto-Silva 
et al. (2016) state that there is a gap of models to design and manage such SC. These 
authors note that practically all models consider a constant price over time without taking 
into account fruit seasonality or loss in the product’s value due to product deterioration. 
They point out the need for tools that incorporate fresh fruit SC’s characteristics, such as 
shelf life, quality deterioration, waste, and prices that depend on time and product 
freshness. They also indicate that given the uncertainty and risk that surround the fresh 
fruit sector, it is necessary to develop models that include these characteristics. Along 
these lines, Nakandala, Lau and Zhao (2017) proposed a hybrid model for assessing risk 
in fresh food supply chains. 
Since inherent sources of uncertainty in AFSC have a negative impact on their 
performance and sustainability, several authors (Ahumada and Villalobos 2009; 
Akkerman, Farahani, and Grunow 2010; Borodin et al. 2016; de Keizer et al. 2015; Lucas 
and Chhajed 2004; Tsolakis et al. 2014) state the need to develop AFSC design models 
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that contemplate the effect of existing uncertainty sources and product perishability 
throughout the chain.  
In order to formulate such models, it is necessary to: 1) define AFSC’s 
characteristics, uncertainty sources, decisions and mathematical programming 
approaches that can be addressed and employed when designing AFSC; 2) establish the 
state of the art of such items to know current research and to detect existing gaps in the 
literature. 
For the purpose of determining if previous works have met these needs, a review 
of existing conceptual frameworks (CF) covering the AFSC design problem and literature 
reviews (LR) of AFSC design models was done. It is worth mentioning that this review 
was restricted to CF that deal with the strategic decision “Configuration of SC category” 
within the Hierarchical Decision Framework for AFSC management proposed by 
Tsolakis et al. (2014). Consequently, other CF types that address strategic decisions of 
other categories are beyond scope of this research. This is the case of the CF of Hobbs 
and Young (2000) and the CF of Zhang and Aramyan (2009), which deal with the 
strategic decision “Fostering SC Partnering Relationship category” (see Tsolakis et al. 
2014). This is why they are not analysed herein.   
The results of this review (Table 1) showed that existing CF focus mainly on 
providing managerial insights for the AFSC design process. It was also determined that: 
1) existing CF are not based on or developed to think in mathematical programming 
models; 2) do not consider AFSC’s inherent characteristics; nor 3) sources of uncertainty 
simultaneously. The studied LR do not define the main AFSC’s inherent characteristics 
and uncertainty sources, nor which have been addressed by existing models, or how they 
have been modelled.  
[Table 1 near here] 
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This paper aims to fill these literature gaps by following a research methodology 
that comprises two phases. The first phase is to propose a CF to develop and/or analyse 
AFSC design mathematical programming models, while considering AFSC’s inherent 
characteristics and uncertainty sources. The second phase consists in using the proposed 
CF for reviewing existing AFSC design models to determine if such characteristics have 
been addressed and to identify possible literature gaps. This second phase validates the 
proposed framework. 
The results of this paper show that existing AFSC design models have not 
addressed product characteristics simultaneously, such as perishability, food quality, food 
safety or product heterogeneity. Uncertainty is considered in a few papers, but they have 
not modelled the AFSC’s own uncertainty sources (e.g. weather, food quality, food 
safety, perishability), rather the generic ones found in SC from different sectors (e.g. 
demand, lead time).   
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 proposes a CF to 
design AFSC, while considering their inherent characteristics and uncertainty sources 
through mathematical programming modelling. Since the different items to be 
contemplated while designing AFSC are defined within this framework, Section 3 uses 
them to establish the current state of the art of AFSC design models and to detect any 
possible gaps in them. Finally, Section 4 sets out the conclusions and future research lines.  
2. Conceptual Framework for AFSC Design Models 
This section describes the proposed CF to design AFSC whose purpose is to be used as a 
guide tool to both develop accurate mathematical programming models to design specific 
AFSC and to analyse existing ones. 
 The proposed CF aim to identify all the inherent characteristics to the AFSC 
design problem. For this reason, some of their characteristics are common to other generic 
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SC design models as they deal with the same problem (SC design), whereas other 
characteristics are specific for the agri-food sector. As justified in the Introduction, these 
AFSC specific features strongly impact AFSC performance and efficiency, which render 
their consideration necessary. Therefore, employing already existing generic models to 
design AFSC could lead to poorer SC performance than the performance expected when 
using AFSC design models considering inherent characteristics to the agri-food sector. 
For example, if the product freshness requirement is not considered when designing 
AFSC, a SC with very long transport times can be designed, during which products will 
lose their freshness and then, become unmarketable. 
The CF is based on that proposed by Grillo, Alemany and Ortiz (2016) to 
characterise quantitative models by contemplating Lack of Homogeneity in the Product 
(LHP) characteristics and/or uncertainty during the Order Promising Process (OPP), 
where LHP is identified to be present in AFSC. In this paper, this framework was 
extended and adjusted to the AFSC design problem in the following way.  
The “Environment” dimension was replaced with the “AFSC characteristics” 
dimension where the main agri-food issues to be considered when designing AFSC were 
defined (Section 3.1). The OPP-related dimensions were replaced with the “Decision 
characteristics” where design decisions were focused on (Section 3.2). The “Modelling 
approach” dimension was extended by adding the constraints to be contemplated when 
designing AFSC (Section 3.3.). Finally, the way of modelling sources of uncertainty was 
also included in the “Uncertainty modelling” dimension (Section 3.4).  
Therefore, the proposed CF was divided into four blocks (Figure 1) that represent 
the pillars needed to develop an AFSC design model. Each block was divided into a series 
of specific categories of the problem under study that differentiated this CF from that 
proposed by Grillo, Alemany and Ortiz (2016). 
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[Figure 1 near here] 
2.1. AFSC Characteristics 
This dimension is composed of four categories: 1) Subsector, where the agri-food sector 
is subdivided into subsectors; 2) SC stages showing the existing AFSC stages; 3) number 
of products where the different products produced by AFSC were identified; 4) product 
characteristics, where the characteristics inherent of agri-food products were identified. 
2.1.1. Subsector 
Many products can be obtained from AFSC, such as rice, beef, carrots or apples. These 
SC products are different in terms of the needed productive processes, product 
characteristics and legislation, which makes their management and design very different. 
For this reason, it is necessary to classify the agri-food sector into subsectors. This 
CF proposes distinguishing between: 1) crop-based AFSC and 2) animal-based AFSC as 
their products and productive processes vastly differ. In addition, it is interesting to 
subdivide the crop-based AFSC into: 1.a) highly perishable AFSC (vegetables and fruits), 
and 1.b) slightly perishable AFSC (cereals, tubs, nuts) (Ahumada and Villalobos, 2009). 
2.1.2. Supply Chain Stages 








In this sector, farmers are considered the suppliers of SC, although they have, in turn, 
their own suppliers (e.g. seed or fertilizer companies). They all perform add-value 
activities with products, such as packaging in fresh fruit SC, or slaughtering, cutting up 
and packaging in beef SC, and are considered processors. Distributors are responsible for 
storing and distributing products to retailers, who sell the finished product to end 
customers. Finally, customers represent the market’s final demand. 
2.1.3. Number of Products 
AFSC can be designed to manage one product or more, which makes SC management 
more complicated when more products are simultaneously managed. However, given 
product seasonality in some agri-food subsectors (e.g. vegetables and fruits), it is 
interesting to design AFSC capable of simultaneously managing more than one product 
variety (e.g. different varieties of apples) or even different products (e.g. spinach, lettuce 
and cauliflower). 
2.1.4. Product Characteristics 
Agri-food products are characterised mainly by their perishability, represented by 
considering products’ remaining shelf life until they become inedible for humans and/or 
by contemplating a product deterioration rate that depends on time and/or environmental 
factors (e.g. temperature or humidity). New technologies allow the monitoring of relevant 
attributes of products in real time. For instance, it is possible to use sensors to estimate 
the remaining shelf-life of agri-food products during their transport and management, 
what allows to determine prices dependent on the remaining shelf-life (Li and Wang 
2017). 
Other characteristics of agri-food products are the food quality and food safety 
requirements imposed by end customers and/or governments. Food quality is measured 
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by a product’s physical attributes (e.g. taste, texture, colour) and customers’ perceptions 
of them, while food safety can be measured as a binary variable to determine if a product 
is allowed for consumption or not to prevent illnesses caused by contaminated products 
(Akkerman, Farahani, and Grunow 2010). 
Finally, agri-food products are also characterised by heterogeneity between units 
of the same product in physical attributes and perishability terms. For example, two 
apples harvested at the same time from one same tree, or two similarly fed chickens of 
similar age, can present different physical attributes (weight, colour, taste, texture, etc.) 
and distinct deterioration rates. 
In some cases, product characteristics can be interrelated and considered 
equivalents, but this does not occur in all AFSC types. For example, some authors claim 
that product quality is linked directly to its freshness, whereas others state that product 
quality and freshness can be considered differentiated characteristics according to AFSC 
(Grillo et al. 2017). Therefore, depending on the specific case for which the AFSC design 
model is developed, researchers and practitioners can decide to either consider these 
characteristics separately or, on the contrary, integrate some of them in order to lessen 
the model’s complexity. 
2.2. Decision Characteristics 
This dimension is composed of three categories: 1) Design decisions, where the possible 
decisions to be made when designing AFSC are identified; 2) Additional decisions, where 
planning and/or operational decisions made while designing AFSC are exposed; 3) Time 
horizon, where the horizon to be considered needs to be decided. 
2.2.1. Design Decisions 
Chopra and Meindl (2007) proposed four decisions to design SC (facility role, facility 
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location, capacity allocation, market & supply allocation). This approach has been 
extended in this CF by considering the following decisions: 
• Facility role: defining the processes to be performed at each facility and/or the 
facility type to be opened at each location 
• Facility location: deciding where to locate a facility 
• Capacity allocation: defining the capacity to allocate each facility 
• Maintain/Close facility: decision as to whether to close or keep open locations 
over the horizon 
• Supply allocation: selecting which suppliers will provide each processor 
• Facilities allocation: defining the connections among AFSC’s nodes 
• Market allocation: selecting which facilities will serve each retailer or end 
customer 
It is necessary to differentiate between models developed to design SC and models 
developed to design a particular facility. SC design models will pursue objectives that 
benefit the whole SC such as in Allaoui et al. (2016). Meanwhile, a facility design model 
will only look for the benefit of the particular facility, such as in Meneghetti and Monti 
(2015).  
2.2.2. Additional Decisions 
Design decisions are not usually isolated, but are accompanied by other SC decisions. 
Melo, Nickel and Saldanha-da-Gama (2009) proposed a list of five planning decisions to 
be considered when designing SC, which has been extended in this CF to represent the 
most important decisions in AFSC: 
• Energy type: energy source to be used in each AFSC process 
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• Inventory: product quantities to store per facility and time period   
• Labouring: number of labourers needed at each facility 
• Procurement: amount of raw materials or products to buy from suppliers 
• Production: amount of product to be manufactured in each production plant 
• Routing: definition of the routes to follow during product distribution 
• Transported quantity: product quantity to be transported between locations 
• Transport mode: transport mode to be used for each delivery 
• Transport capacity: allocation of transport capacity 
2.2.3. Time Horizon 
An AFSC can be designed by considering a single time period or multiple time periods. 
Depending on the problem to be addressed (considered design decisions, additional 
decisions and AFSC characteristics), it might be more appropriate to consider one time 
period or more when designing AFSC. The correct selection of the time horizon to be 
considered when designing AFSC can lead to more accurate results for AFSC behaviour, 
but also to more complex models. 
2.3. Modelling Approach 
This dimension is made up of four categories: 1) Model type, where the employed 
modelling type is decided; 2) Model purpose, where the model’s objectives are set; 3) 
Model constraints, where the model constraints are decided; 4) Model application, where 
the model application to real cases or cases studies is stated. 
2.3.1. Model Type 




• Linear programming: it can be divided into Linear programming (LP) and Mixed 
integer/Integer linear programming (MILP) 
• Non-linear programming: it can be divided into Non-linear programming (NLP) 
and Mixed integer/Integer non-linear programming (INLP) 
• Multi-objective programming: it can be divided into Multi-objective linear 
programming (MOLP), Multi-objective integer linear programming (MOILP), 
Multi-objective non-linear programming (MONLP) and Multi-objective non-
linear integer programming (MONLIP) 
• Fuzzy programming: composed of Fuzzy mathematical programming (FMP) 
• Stochastic programming (SP) 
• Heuristics, algorithms and metaheuristics (HEU) 
• Hybrid models (HYB) 
Another classification of optimisation approaches can be adopted when considering 
multiple models to solve specific problems.  This is the case of the multi-level, multi-
stage or multi-echelon modelling approaches. Multi-level models are applied to 
decentralised planning problems with multiple decision makers who sequentially make 
decisions based on his/her own model in a multi-level or hierarchical organisation. Bi-
level programming is a specific case of the multi-level type, but with only two decision 
makers at two different hierarchical levels (Shih et al. 1996). Multi-stage models deal 
with a single decision maker who must make a sequence of decisions over time to react 
to changing conditions. Both these optimisation approaches are normally used as 
decomposition techniques that divide the complex problem into inter-connected simpler 
subproblems to diminish the complexity of the solution. Finally, and broadly speaking, 
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the multi-echelon inventory theory is concerned with a variety of inventory problems that 
comprise two interrelated supply or production facilities or more (Clark 1972). The places 
where the inventory is kept in the SC are called “echelons”. Usually the complexity of a 
SC is related to the number of echelons that it incorporates (Tsiakis, Shah & Pantelides 
2001). 
2.3.2. Model Purpose 
Models can pursue different objectives that can be related to various sustainability 
aspects. According to Farahani et al. (2014), a SC is sustainable when it considers 
economic, environmental and social aspects. However, it is called a “Green supply chain” 
if it considers environmental and economic aspects, or is known as a “Lean supply chain” 
when it considers only the economical aspect. 
The agri-food sector has a huge impact on Europe’s economy (€1 trillion 
turnover), the environment (25.7% of Europe’s energy use) and society (4.25 million 
employees) (FoodDrink Europe 2016; Monforti-Ferrario et al. 2015). In order to attempt 
to optimise AFSC performance and generate a positive impact on a nation’s 
sustainability, it is important to develop models that pursue objectives related to the three 
pillars of sustainability: 1) economical aspect (maximise profits or minimise costs), 2) 
environmental aspect (minimise CO2 emissions, water/energy use and waste); 3) social 
aspect (e.g. maximise employment creation, customer satisfaction, or minimise delivery 
times).  
2.3.3. Model Constraints 
When designing a SC, it is important to consider the constraints that limit the decision-
maker power of decisions. As the AFSC design problem is usually addressed while 
devising planning and/or operational decisions, the constraints related to these decisions 
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should also be considered. Therefore, the constraints to be contemplated depend on the 
decisions to be made. 
Some possible constraints to be considered are those related with: 1) supply (e.g. 
available quantity in suppliers); 2) capacity (e.g. capacity of facilities, transport capacity); 
3) number of locations (e.g. minimum, maximum or the exact number of locations to be 
opened or operated simultaneously); 4) distance (e.g. minimum or maximum allowable 
distance between locations, maximum transport distance); 5) budget (e.g. budget 
available to open locations); 6) product flow (e.g. maximum quantity to be handled at a 
facility); 7) time (e.g. maximum transport time, deliveries time window, working time 
limitations); 8) service level (e.g. minimum service level); 9) production (e.g. minimum 
production required to open a plant); 10) routes (e.g. useable routes during each time 
period); 11) perishability (e.g. product’s minimum remaining shelf life when being 
delivered). 
2.3.4. Model Application 
Two methods are normally used to validate the proposed models, namely a case study 
application or a real case application. A model can also be validated by applying both 
methods. A case study application consists in solving the proposed model by using 
simulated data. In real case applications, the used data are obtained from a real SC.  
2.4. Uncertainty Modelling 
This dimension comprises three categories: 1) the modelling context, where models are 
identified as being deterministic or uncertain; 2) uncertain parameters, where the existing 
sources of uncertainty in AFSC are identified; 3) type of uncertainty, where the different 
ways of modelling uncertainty are exposed. 
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2.4.1. Modelling Context 
When developing a mathematical programming model to support a decision-making 
process, it must first be decided if this model should either consider uncertainty sources 
(uncertain context) or ignore them (deterministic context). In order to develop models 
that accurately represent AFSC behaviour, the uncertainty sources that strongly impact 
AFSC performance should be modelled.  
2.4.2. Uncertain Parameters 
The existing sources of uncertainty in crop-based AFSC have been categorised by Esteso, 
Alemany and Ortiz (2017) by classifying them into four blocks depending on whether 
they are related to the product, process, market or environment. This categorisation is 
adapted to the whole AFSC by adding the “cost uncertainty” to process uncertainties, and 
by changing the “harvesting yield uncertainty” (which refers to crop-based AFSC) per 
“supply uncertainty” (in order to consider the different AFSC types): 
• Product uncertainties: (i) product shelf-life; (ii) deterioration rate; (iii) product 
heterogeneity; (iv) food quality; (v) food safety uncertainties. Product shelf-life 
consists in the time during which a product can be consumed. Deterioration rate 
denotes a product’s deterioration speed. Product heterogeneity refers to the 
difference of attributes between units of the same product. Food quality measures 
customer satisfaction and legal requirements. Food safety consists in assuring a 
product’s non-contamination.  
• Process uncertainties: (i) supply characteristics; (ii) lead time; (iii) resource needs; 
(iv) costs; (v) production uncertainties. Supply characteristics refer to the 
quantity, quality and arrival time of the supply. Lead time denotes the time needed 
to complete processes. Resource needs consists in the requirements of machines 
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and labourers to follow processes. Costs are the unitary costs generated by each 
activity. Production uncertainty refers to the uncertainty produced by not knowing 
the real quantity and quality of ingredients when producing a final product. 
• Market uncertainties: (i) demand; (ii) market prices uncertainties. Both these 
items are usually interrelated in the agri-food sector. 
• Environment uncertainties: (i) weather; (ii) pests and diseases; (iii) regulations 
uncertainties. Weather uncertainty has a stronger impact on crop-based AFSC 
where product characteristics strongly depend on the weather. Pests and diseases 
are usually unpredictable and strongly influence product safety. Finally, changes 
in the regulations that deal with food quality and safety have a huge impact on 
AFSC and their content cannot be known in advance. 
2.4.3. Uncertainty Type  
In their review of perspectives of uncertainty, Samson, Reneke and Wiecek (2009) mainly 
identify two uncertainty types according to the grade of known information: epistemic 
and aleatory uncertainty. 
Decisions are made under aleatory uncertainty when the possible consequences 
(or results) of such decisions are known. In addition, the probability of each consequence 
occurring is usually known or can be estimated before making decisions. Some 
approaches, such as SP, can be used to model this uncertainty type. In fact, the aleatory 
uncertainty and stochastic uncertainty concepts can be used interchangeably (Oberkampf 
et al. 2004).  
Moreover, we fall within the scope of making a decision under epistemic 
uncertainty when the possible consequences for this decision are unknown and not even 
meaningful. Therefore, as we do not recognise the possible consequences, the probability 
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of each one occurring is impossible to know. Some approaches, such as fuzzy set theories, 
can be employed for modelling epistemic uncertainty. 
After identifying which uncertainty type better represents the real source of 
uncertainty present in an AFSC, the function that characterises the behaviour of the source 
of uncertainty should be selected. For example, aleatory uncertainty could be represented 
by a distribution function (normal distribution, Weibull distribution, etc.), while 
epistemic uncertainty could be represented by a membership function (trapezoidal 
function, triangular function, etc.). 
3. Analysing AFSC Design Models  
The proposed CF was used to analyse the existing mathematical programming models 
used to design an AFSC to validate it by establishing the current state of the art and 
identifying possible gaps in this research area. 
The literature review was done by using the process proposed by Seuring and 
Müller (2008) to analyse content: 1) Material collection, where the material to be 
collected is defined and delimitated; 2) Descriptive analysis, where the material’s formal 
aspects are assessed; 3) Category selection, where structural dimensions and related 
analytic categories are selected; 4) Material evaluation, where the material is analysed 
according to the structural dimensions and categories. 
Material collection was carried out in well-known scientific databases (Google 
Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus, Elsevier, Emerald, Taylor & Francis and Springer) 
using the following keywords: 
• Agri-food supply chain 
• Agro-food supply chain 




• Supply chain design 
• Network design 
• Location 
• Optimisation 
• Operation research 
• Mathematical programming 
Although a vast amount of papers related to the proposed keywords were found, 
not all these publications proposed mathematical programming models to design AFSC. 
To identify the papers that dealt with this problem, two refining processes were conducted 
in each paper: 1) reading the title, abstract and keywords in order to eliminate those that 
did not focus on AFSC; 2) verifying the proposal of mathematical programming models 
that dealt with at least one of the SC design decisions proposed by Chopra and Meindl 
(2007). For this reason, some papers that modelled some of the main AFSC 
characteristics, such as Dellino et al. (2017), Huang and Song (2017), and Rong, 
Akkerman and Grunow (2011), but did not make decisions about SC design, were ruled 
out. Having finished the refining process, reference and citation analyses were done to 
find older and more recent contributions.  
Finally, 30 papers needed to be further analysed, of which 22 were scientific 
journal publications, six were conference proceedings and two were book chapters (Table 
2). References spanned 15 years, although 83% of the papers have been published in the 
last 6 years (Figure 2), which demonstrates the increasing interest of researchers in AFSC 
design through mathematical programming models. 
 [Table 2 near here] 
[Figure 2 near here] 
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The structural dimensions and categories employed to analyse the selected 
literature were those that comprise the proposed CF. The covering degree of each 
structural dimension allowed the current state of the art and future research lines to be 
identified. 
The state of the art is structured as follows: firstly, the results obtained for each 
category that comprised the CF dimensions were analysed independently. Secondly, the 
relationship between the results obtained for each category that made up a dimension was 
established in an additional subsection called “Findings”, which was included at the end 
of each dimension section (Subsections 3.1.5, 3.2.4, 3.3.5, and 3.4.4). For example, the 
“Findings” of “Uncertainty Modelling” established the relation among the results 
obtained in categories “Modelling Context”, “Uncertain Parameters”, and “Type of 
Uncertainty”. Finally, a global literature analysis for all the dimensions and categories 
was carried out in the Conclusions section from which the main conclusions were drawn 
and gaps in the literature were identified. 
3.1. AFSC Characteristics  
This dimension provides an overview of the characteristics inherent to AFSC, which have 
been considered in previous models. The AFSC characteristics considered by each paper 
are analysed in Table 3. 
[Table 3 near here] 
3.1.1. Subsector 
Most references (83%) proposed generic AFSC models. This means that they can be 
applied to more than one product type (crop-based or animal-based products). Of these 
generic models, 72% were validated in potatoes (Accorsi et al. 2016), rice (Baghalian, 
Rezapour, and Farahani 2013), meat (Boudahri et al. 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013; 
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Etemadnia et al. 2013; Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 2017b, 2017c), chocolate 
manufacturers (Colicchia et al. 2016), grains (Ding 2011, 2013), vegetables and fruits 
(Xiaohui and Wen 2009; Etemadnia et al. 2015), apples and by-products (Zhao and Dou 
2011; Zhao and Lv 2011), or bakery (Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora 
2010) SC. 
Whereas 16.7% of the papers proposed models to design SC of a specific product, 
such as pea-based novel protein food (Apaiah and Hendrix 2005), sugar cane (Jonkman 
et al. 2017; Neungmatcha et al. 2013), or dairy products (Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian 
2013; Wouda et al. 2002).  
3.1.2. Supply Chain Stages 
The most considered stages when designing AFSC were processor and retailer stages 
(73.3%), followed by the distributor stage (53.3%) and the supplier stage (46.7%). Most 
models (96.7%) took into account more than one SC stage when designing AFSC, and 
only one model designed a one-stage SC. It should be stressed that each stage could 
comprise one member or more, as in Apaiah and Hendrix (2005), where only the 
processor stage was considered by locating three different types of processing facilities. 
The suppliers considered by models were mainly farmers (Allaoui et al. 2016; 
Ding 2011, 2013; Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian 2013; Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 
2017b, 2017c; Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011). However, other models 
mentioned generic suppliers (Amorim et al. 2016) and the rest detailed type of farmers, 
such as sugar cane fields (Neungmatcha et al. 2013), crops (Accorsi et al. 2016), supply 




Some models considered the processor stage and included more than one facility 
type (20.0% of the models). This is the case of Allaoui et al. (2016), who considered 
different types of processing facilities, and Ding (2011), who included grain elevators and 
final processors. Jouzdani, Sadjadi and Fathian (2013) considered processing factories 
and dairy manufacturers, while Neungmatcha et al. (2013) distinguished between sugar 
cane loading stations and mill factories. Zhao and Dou (2011) and Zhao and Lv (2011) 
included plants of semi-finished products and plants of finished products. All the other 
models referred to the processor stage when they mentioned packaging and processing 
plants (Accorsi et al. 2016), factories (Amorim et al. 2016; Ding 2013), processors 
(Apaiah and Hendrix 2005; Jonkman et al. 2017), manufacturers (Baghalian, Rezapour, 
and Farahani 2013; Govindan et al. 2014), production node/location (Etemadnia et al. 
2013, 2015), production plants (Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora 2010; 
Wouda et al. 2002), slaughterhouses (Boudahri et al. 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013) or 
abattoirs (Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 2017b, 2017c). 
When considering the distributor stage, some models referred to distribution 
centres (Allaoui et al. 2016; Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013; Di et al. 2011; 
Govindan et al. 2014; Wouda et al. 2002; Xiaohui and Wen 2009; Zhi-lin and Dong 
2007), warehouses (Accorsi et al. 2016; Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour 2012; Singh et al. 
2016), hubs (Etemadnia et al. 2013, 2015), regional sale markets (Zhao and Dou 2011; 
Zhao and Lv 2011), or a combination of a central warehouse and a set of transit points 
(Colicchia et al. 2016). 
In the analysed papers, the authors referred to the retailer stage as retailers 
(Allaoui et al. 2016; Amorim et al. 2016; Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013; 
Govindan et al. 2014; Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 2017b, 2017c), customer clusters, 
defined as a set of retailers (Boudahri et al. 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013), points of demand 
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(Accorsi et al. 2016), delivery points (Colicchia et al. 2016), customer/consumer zone (Di 
et al. 2011; Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour 2012), stores (Ding 2013), consumption 
nodes/locations (Etemadnia et al. 2013, 2015), customer points (Singh et al. 2016), 
demand points (Xiaohui and Wen 2009) or points of requirement (Zhi-lin and Dong 2007) 
AFSC were designed by considering two stages in 46.7% of the models, where 
the interactions among supplier-processor (10.0% of models), distributor-retailer (20.0% 
of models), processor-retailer (13.3% of models) or processor-distributor (3.3% of 
models) were represented. Three-stage AFSC were designed in 43.3% of the models by 
considering these combinations: supplier-processor-retailer (20.0% of the models), 
processor-distributor-retailer (13.3% of the models) or supplier-processor-distributor 
(10.0% of the models). Finally, 6.7% of the models designed AFSC by considering four 
stages: supplier, processor, distributor and retailer. 
3.1.3. Number of Products 
The models that considered a single product (60.0%) were more commonplace than those 
that took into account multiple products (40.0%), although this tendency has changed 
over the years.  
Two ways to model multiple products were identified: 1) simultaneously 
managing different products in each process (e.g. apples and pears) (Allaoui et al. 2016; 
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013; Boudahri et al. 2012b, 2013; Reza-Nasiri and 
Davoudpour 2012; Singh et al. 2016) 2) differentiating between raw materials and 
processed products (Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian 2013).  Some models considered both 
multiple products ways simultaneously (Amorim et al. 2016; Jonkman et al. 2017; Wouda 
et al. 2002; Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011). 
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Real AFSC usually manage a wide variety of products that interact until the final 
product required by end customers is obtained. Thus in order to obtain more accurate 
AFSC design models that represent the real complexity of the agri-food sector, new 
models should simultaneously consider several products. 
3.1.4. Product Characteristics 
One of the most important characteristics of agri-food products is perishability, which 
was considered in 26.7% of the models by modelling the products’ remaining shelf life 
after being produced (Amorim et al. 2016) or when reaching the retailer (Singh et al. 
2016), the maximum consecutive time periods during which a product can be stored 
(Govindan et al. 2014), or a product’s deterioration rate while being transported (Di et al. 
2011; Xiaohui and Wen 2009; Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011; Zhi-Lin and Dong 
2007) or stored (Di et al. 2011). 
Food quality was modelled in two papers. Mohammed and Wang (2017b) 
considered food quality by maximising the healthiness of the livestock transported to 
slaughterhouses and the freshness of meat pieces transported from slaughterhouses to 
retailers. Amorim et al. (2016) considered this factor by assuming that local raw material 
was of better quality than non-local raw materials. 
Product heterogeneity was modelled only in Amorim et al. (2016), where the 
combination of two raw material types determined the branding of final products (local 
or mainstream), which differentiated them in remaining shelf life, quality and price terms. 
Finally, food safety was not dealt with in any analysed model. 
3.1.5. Findings 
The results showed that more effort was required to develop SC design models to 
appropriately address agri-food sector characteristics Given the significant differences 
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between animal-based and crop-based AFSC production processes, it is necessary to 
develop models to appropriately design these two SC types. 
No model contemplated the customer stage when designing AFSC. This is 
reasonable since customers in the agri-food sector are responsible for buying demanded 
products at retailers. Thus retailers represent end customers’ demand. However, in order 
to develop AFSC design models that represent the whole SC, the supplier, processor, 
distributor and retailer stages should at least be considered. 
Some agri-food products need to be processed to meet consumer requirements. 
For example, raw materials that need to be cut to obtain different end products (e.g. beef 
cut into chuck, rib, brisket), products composed of combining different raw materials (e.g. 
salad made of lettuce, tomato and carrot) or final products obtained by applying different 
cooking procedures to one same raw material (e.g. cream, buttermilk, and yoghurt made 
with milk). This shows the huge complexity that AFSC face when managing products. In 
order to accurately represent this complexity, AFSC design models should 
simultaneously take into account more than one product. 
Finally, the analysed models did not appropriately address the product 
characteristics that strongly influenced AFSC performance, such as product perishability, 
food quality, food safety and product heterogeneity. Surprisingly, 63.3% of the models 
did not consider any inherent product characteristic of AFSC. Most of the models that 
addressed the product perishability characteristic did so in the AFSC that comprised more 
than one stage close to customers (regardless of the number of managed products). It is 
also noteworthy that food quality and heterogeneity characteristics were addressed in two 
models and one model, respectively, by considering the whole AFSC. Making the effort 
to develop models that address these last characteristics, even simultaneously, is highly 
recommended to ensure AFSC’s good performance and efficiency. 
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3.2. Decisions Characteristics 
This section aims to identify the decisions made by each analysed model and the time 
horizon considered in them (Table 4). 
[Table 4 near here] 
3.2.1. Design Decisions 
Almost all the reviewed models (96.7%) decided the location of one facility or more, such 
as production plants (66.7% of the models), distribution centres (43.3% of the models), 
or retailers (6.6% of the models). In 16.7% of the models, the level of capacity allocated 
to each location was also defined. 
The role that each facility was to play was decided in 23.3% of the references, 
with decisions such as the products to be produced in each plant (Allaoui et al. 2016; 
Jonkman et al. 2017; Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011), or the processes to be 
performed at each open location (Accorsi et al. 2016; Jonkman et al. 2017; Jouzdani, 
Sadjadi, and Fathian 2013; Wouda et al. 2002). 
Once facilities had been opened, 6.7% of the models made the decision to 
maintain or close facilities during each time period depending on costs, emissions 
generated, water use, efficiency and employment created when opening, maintaining or 
closing a facility (Allaoui et al. 2016) or according to the costs of opening and closing 
locations (Singh et al. 2016). 
The connections among different AFSC members were defined in all the models 
(100%), of which 43.3% defined the suppliers that supplied each processor, 46.7% stated 
the existing relations among processors, distributors or processors-distributors, and 
86.7% decided which distributors or processors were to serve each retailer. 
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3.2.2. Additional Decisions 
The most considered decision was transportation (63.3% of models), for which the 
quantity to be transported between the supplier and the production plant (36.7%), 
production plants (40.0%), the plant and DC (26.7%), DC and retailer (23.3%) or, the 
production plant and the retailer (20.0%) was decided. Only 23.3% of the models 
considered transportation of products over the whole AFSC (Accorsi et al. 2016; Allaoui 
et al. 2016; Amorim et al. 2016; Jonkman et al. 2017; Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 
2017b, 2017c). In addition, 16.7% of the models defined the transport mode that was to 
be used depending on the related costs and/or environmental impact, and 3.3% of them 
determined the vehicle to be used according to the required capacity. 
The route to follow during distribution was defined in 10.0% of the models by 
choosing among several possible routes (Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013), by 
defining the best route to minimise costs and the environmental impact (Govindan et al. 
2014), or by solving a classical travelling salesman problem (Boudahri et al. 2013). 
The amount of product to be manufactured at each facility was defined in 23.3% 
of the models. The quantity of raw material to be bought from suppliers was considered 
in 16.7% of the models. Among them, Amorim et al. (2016) also differentiated between 
the quantity to be produced with regular and overtime production. 
In addition, one of these models decided which energy type to employ when 
processing a product according to generated emissions, and also to the water used by it 
(Allaoui et al. 2016). 
The amount of products to store as inventory at all the facilities during each time 
period was defined in only 6.7% of the models. These models simultaneously represented 
product perishability using its remaining shelf life. In these cases, it was important to not 
only ensure that products did not exceed the maximum consecutive time periods during 
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which a perishable product could be stored (Govindan et al. 2014), but to also be aware 
of the age of each stored product (Amorim et al. 2016). 
The number of labourers needed at each facility to complete the involved 
processes requirements was defined in 6.7% of the models, where the working rates per 
labourers, their cost per hour, and the minimum required hours for contracting labourers 
were considered. 
3.2.3. Time Horizon  
The majority of the models (83.3%) were developed to design AFSC by considering data 
from a single time period. Multiple period models (16.7%) simultaneously contemplated 
strategic decisions about facilities and tactical/operational decisions, such as inventory, 
transport, procurement or production decisions. 
As 66.7% of the models simultaneously addressed strategic, planning and/or 
operational decisions, and given some of the agri-food sector’s time-dependent 
characteristics (e.g. product perishability), it would be logical to develop models to design 
AFSC that considered a multiple period horizon time. This could ensure that the obtained 
results would be more accurate in relation to real AFSC behaviour and performance. 
Note that most of the models which considered product perishability, which is a 
time-dependent characteristic, contemplated a one-time period horizon. In these cases, 
perishability was modelled by a product deterioration rate during its transport (Di et al. 
2011; Xiaohui and Wen 2009; Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011; Zhi-Lin and Dong 
2007) and was employed to decide where to locate AFSC facilities because, if two 
facilities were far from one another, a product could deteriorate while being transported 
between them.  Moreover, the models that considered product perishability in a multiple 
time periods horizon usually modelled it by contemplating a product’s remaining shelf 
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life during each time period (Amorim et al. 2016; Govindan et al. 2014). These models 
were the only ones that addressed inventory decisions, for which knowledge of a 
product’s remaining shelf life is important. 
3.2.4. Findings 
The agri-food sector is under strong pressure to improve its resilience capabilities 
due to severe environmental conditions, government food safety regulations and the 
global market increasingly demanding requirements in product quality, variety and 
personalisation terms. And all this is to respond to abrupt changes in the quality, quantity 
and availability of resources, especially with unexpected environmental circumstances 
caused by existing uncertainty related to climate, pests and diseases, and also by volatile 
market conditions, prices of raw materials, etc. 
In order to achieve rapid, flexible and efficient responsiveness, AFSC need to 
adopt integrated strategies from raw material production to product distribution to end 
customers in order to align demand and supply in the most competitive and dynamic way. 
Thus simultaneously solving design and tactical/operational decisions can improve AFSC 
performance in the long, mid, and short terms. Given the special features of AFSC, it 
would be interesting to develop models that address design, procurement, production, 
storage and transport decisions to obtain AFSC configurations capable of meeting market 
requirements in product freshness, quality, safety and homogeneity terms, while 
minimising product losses. This can only be possible by considering AFSC’s inherent 
product characteristics. 
Despite the need for flexible design solutions, we found from the literature review 
that most models used a single period approach to represent a static decision-making 
process, where decisions were made at one time horizon point. These decisions need to 
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be respected during successive time periods by limiting subsequent tactical/operational 
decisions and determining future SC performance. 
In order to obtain more flexible and adaptable AFSC, design decisions should be 
made dynamically. To this end, multiple time periods and design decisions allowing 
changes in SC configurations (e.g. opening, maintaining or closing facilities, and 
changing the allocation of processes/products to facilities, the capacity of facilities and 
the connections between facilities) should be considered during each time period 
depending on stakeholders’ needs. 
3.3. Modelling Approach 
The objective of this section is to characterise the analysed models to identify their 
modelling type, model purpose, constraints and application. This analysis is useful to 
identify the commonest characteristics and the possible gaps in existing AFSC design 
models (Tables 5 and 6). 
[Table 5 near here] 
[Table6 near here] 
3.3.1. Model Type 
The most employed modelling type was MILP, which was used in 53.3% of the analysed 
models, followed by MOILP and SP used by 13.3%. The analysed stochastic models 
could, in turn, be categorised as either stochastic mixed integer linear programming 
(Amorim et al. 2016; Ding 2011, 2013) or multi-objective stochastic non-linear 
programming (Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour 2012). Two LP models and one MONLP 
model were identified. 
FMP was employed in 10.0% of the analysed models, although two types of FMP 
were identified: Fuzzy multi-objective integer linear programming (Mohammed and 
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Wang 2017a, 2017c) and Fuzzy non-linear mixed integer programming (Jouzdani, 
Sadjadi, and Fathian 2013).  
MILP models were NP-hard problems whose resolution proved to be time-
consuming and computationally intractable in medium-large problems (Zhao and Lv 
2011). For this reason, 45% of the analysed references proposed a MILP model, and 
simultaneously presented algorithms/heuristics to solve the model in a reasonable time. 
Similarly, algorithms/heuristics were used to solve 57.1% of uncertain models. 
In order to also cope with model complexity, 16.6% of the studied references 
(Allaoui et al. 2016; Amorim et al. 2016, Boudahri et al 2011, 2012a, 2012b) applied two-
stage optimisation techniques, where the entire problem was decomposed into two 
problems and each problem was sequentially solved. The result obtained in the first stage 
was used as input to solve the second stage.  
It is also worth mentioning that two of the analysed papers employed the MOILP 
(Allaoui et al. 2016) and the multi-objective FMP (Mohammed and Wang 2017a) model 
types, along with multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) approaches to 
simultaneously consider multiple performance indicators in a simplified manner. MADM 
approaches were used to identify the best option from a limited number of alternatives 
whose attributes were known (Banasik et al. 2016). Allaoui et al. (2016) applied MADM 
techniques in a first step to assess potential partners from a limited set which, once 
selected, were taken as input in the second step for the MOILP model to decide the AFSC 
design. Mohammed and Wang (2017a) firstly proposed a fuzzy multi-objective model to 
design an AFSC, which provided them with limited Pareto-optimal solutions. Secondly, 
an MADM method was used to seek the best Pareto solution as a trade-off decision when 
optimising three conflicting objectives. 
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Finally, Govindan et al. (2014) studied a two-echelon facility location problem, 
while Mohammed and Wang (2017c) developed a product distribution planner for a three-
echelon green meat SC design.  
3.3.2. Model Purpose 
All models pursue economic objectives, and for 90.0% of the models this implies 
minimising costs and maximising profits for 10.0% of the models, while considering the 
dependence of price on product branding (Amorim et al. 2016) or season (Jonkman et al. 
2017), or on markets (Baghalian et al. 2013). The costs accounted in each model are 
identified in Table 7, and the most widely used costs are related to the location of facilities 
(67% of the models), production (47% of the models) and transportation (100% of the 
models). Other models represented the costs incurred by inventory (23.3%), procurement 
(16.7%), product waste (13.3%), unmet demand (10.0%), RFID uses (10.0%), closing 
locations (6.7%), energy use (3.3%) or labouring (3.3%). It is worth noting that very little 
attention was paid to minimising waste (13.3%) when designing AFSC, despite it being 
an important source of inefficiencies.  
The environmental aspect of sustainability was considered in 13.3% of the 
models. Allaoui et al. (2016) minimised the total produced CO2 emissions and the water 
used when locating and operating a facility, and also when transporting products. 
Colicchia et al. (2016) minimised CO2 emissions while transporting and storing products. 
Govindan et al. (2014) reduced the general environmental impact when transporting, 
producing and handling products, or when opening a facility. Mohammed and Wang 
(2017c) proposed minimising CO2 emissions when opening facilities and transporting 
products. Although Accorsi et al. (2016) and Boudhari et al. (2012a, 2013) did not 
consider any environmental impact-related objective, but assumed its minimisation by 
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assigning a related cost to the whole chain. Carbon trading mechanisms can also be used 
by AFSC actors to minimize carbon emissions and to comply with carbon cap-and trade 
regulations (Wang, Zhao and Herty, 2018). 
The social aspect of sustainability was addressed by 20.0% of the models. For this 
purpose, models aimed to minimise total delivery times (Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 
2017c; Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour 2012), maximise customer satisfaction, measured as 
the degree of demand fulfilment (Mohammed and Wang 2017b, 2017c), and maximise 
product quality (Mohammed and Wang 2017b), job creation (Allaoui et al. 2016) and the 
conditional value-at-risk of customer services (Amorim et al. 2016). 
Thus according to the classification by Farahani et al. (2014), we found that 100% 
of the analysed models were designing Lean SC, 23.3% of the models designed Green 
AFSC and 6.67% of them designed Sustainable AFSC. Sustainability performance of 
AFSC could be analytically evaluated with methodologies such as the proposed by 
Yakovleva, Sarkis and Sloan (2012).  For a recent review of quantitative models to 
address issues in sustainable food supply chains, see Zhu et al. (2018). 
3.3.3. Model Constraints 
The most widely considered constraint was the capacity limitation of facilities (76.7% of 
the references), followed by supply constraints (36.7% of the models) that determine the 
maximum quantity to be provided from suppliers. 
The constraints related to the number of locations to be opened (20.0% of the 
models) referred to the maximum (Govindan et al. 2014; Neungmatcha et al. 2013; 
Wouda et al. 2002), the minimum (Ding 2011) or the exact number (Di et al. 2011; 
Xiaohui and Wen 2009) of locations to be opened. 
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The maximum distance to be covered when transporting/distributing products was 
addressed in 16.7% of the models to ensure the proximity of AFSC members (Ding 2011, 
2013), sales of local products (Etemadnia et al. 2013, 2015), or a minimum product’s 
remaining shelf life when delivered to customers (Singh et al. 2016). In contrast, 
Colicchia et al. (2016) considered the minimum distance between opened locations to 
avoid the crossing replenishment flows from two locations. 
Similarly, 16.7% of the models considered a time limitation; e.g. the maximum 
allowable time for transportation (Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011), the minimum 
working hours to contract labourers (Mohammed and Wang 2017a, 2017b) or considering 
time windows for deliveries (Govindan et al. 2014). 
Other constraints covered by the models included considering existing routes to 
transport products (Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013; Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and 
Fathian 2013), the maximum allowed budget to open locations (Baghalian, Rezapour, and 
Farahani 2013), the maximum flow of product to go through each facility (Zhi-lin and 
Dong 2007), the minimum service level to be ensured (Ding 2013) and the minimum 
production to open a new facility (Zhao and Dou 2011; Zhao and Lv 2011). 
3.3.4. Model Application 
The majority of analysed papers (86.7%) validated their models and showed their 
applicability using a case study. Conversely, only 13.3% of the publications validated 
their models by applying them to a real AFSC.  
3.3.5. Findings 
This result of the dimension showed that many AFSC design models were MILP models, 
which are time-consuming and even computationally intractable in medium-large 
problems. Thus algorithms/heuristics are needed to solve these models in reasonable 
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computing times. Algorithms/heuristics are also employed when models are extremely 
complex to solve due the vast amount of parameters, decision variables, objectives and/or 
constraints to be considered.  
Only four models dealt with different objectives from the economical one, and 
only one simultaneously dealt with three sustainability dimensions. All these models used 
MOILP, and some combined it with multi-attribute decision-making techniques. Models 
for designing sustainable AFSC are needed, especially those that focus on the 
environmental and social dimensions, which can be respectively represented by reducing 
generated emissions and water/resource use, and by creating jobs. Given the conflicting 
nature of these dimensions and the necessity to include them in AFSC design processes, 
it would be appropriate to apply multi-objective programming and/or other modelling 
types combined with MADM approaches within multi-level optimisation frameworks.  
The most modelled constraints were related to the capacity of facilities, available 
quantities at suppliers, times and distances. Some product characteristics-related 
constraints were lacking, such as products’ minimum remaining shelf life needed in each 
SC stage, minimum food quality ensured at retailers, a constraint to ensure products’ food 
safety, or a constraint to meet customer requirements in product homogeneity terms. 
Therefore, more effort needs to be made to develop models that consider constraints 
related to agri-food product characteristics. 
Finally, more real applications of models are needed to identify the real benefits 
of considering specific AFSC characteristics when making decisions, e.g., designing SC. 
3.4. Uncertainty Modelling 
The aim of this section is to identify which uncertainty sources present in AFSC have 
been covered by existing design models, and how they have been dealt with (Table 8). 
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[Table 8 near here] 
3.4.1. Modelling Context 
The majority of models did not consider any source of uncertainty when designing AFSC 
(73.3% of the models). However, some other models contemplated at least one source of 
uncertainty. This was consistent with the model type employed by the authors who 
proposed uncertain models as they employed SP or FMP. 
3.4.2. Uncertain Parameters 
The most considered source of uncertainty was uncertainty on demand (20.0% of the 
models), followed by uncertainty on supply and on costs (13.3% of the models for each 
one).  Uncertainty in supply was considered in the limitation of the quantity to be supplied 
(Amorim et al. 2016; Ding 2013; Mohammed and Wang 2017c), or when modelling 
possible disruptions in processors, distribution centres and retailers (Baghalian, 
Rezapour, and Farahani 2013). The costs considered to be uncertain in the analysed 
models included the cost of opening locations (Ding 2011, 2013), spot deal purchasing 
costs (Amorim et al. 2016), and transportation costs, RFID costs and handling costs 
(Mohammed and Wang 2017c). Finally, uncertainty on lead time was also considered 
(Amorim et al. 2016) specifically in the supply lead time. 
3.4.3. Uncertainty Type    
Only eight papers modelled at least one source of uncertainty for AFSC. Of these cases, 
62.5% of the models considered aleatory uncertainty when assigning a probability 
function to uncertain parameters. Amorim et al. (2016) modelled the purchasing cost of 
raw material and the available quantity of raw materials as normal distribution functions, 
demand as a gamma distribution depending on product age, and the supplier lead time as 
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exponential negative offset. Baghalian, Rezapour and Farahani (2013) considered that 
demand followed a normal distribution function, and that supply uncertainty was 
characterised by disruption probabilities for manufacturers. Ding (2011, 2013) employed 
normal distribution functions to model the quantity of grain sold by suppliers and the cost 
of opening locations. Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012) also modelled demand with a 
normal distribution function. 
Epistemic uncertainty was considered by other models (37.5%). For this reason, 
uncertain parameters were modelled as either triangular fuzzy numbers (Jouzdani, 
Sadjadi, and Fathian 2013) or trapezoidal membership functions (Mohammed and Wang 
2017a, 2017c). 
3.4.4. Findings 
The results of this dimension showed that a few mathematical programming models dealt 
with sources of uncertainty when designing AFSC. In addition, the sources of uncertainty 
considered by the models were not specific of the agri-food sector, but actually existed in 
any SC type regardless of the sector. As far as we know, no AFSC design models exist 
that consider inherent uncertainty in both product characteristics and the environment. 
This is a very surprising finding and one that constitutes a wide gap in the literature.  
The uncertainties inherent to AFSC cause major imbalance between supply and 
demand in terms of product varieties, quantities, qualities, customer requirements, times 
and prices. The mismanagement of such sources of uncertainty for AFSC can very 
negatively impact the quality, safety, sustainability and logistic efficiency of products and 
processes throughout the AFSC (Manzini and Accorsi 2013) and in waste. 
Since sources of uncertainty negatively impact AFSC performance, future models 
should design AFSC in an uncertain context to obtain results that faithfully represent 
AFSC behaviour. To this end, a study on the influence of sources of uncertainties on 
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AFSC performance is required. The best way to model each source of uncertainty should 
be identified (epistemic or aleatory uncertainty). After establishing the knowledge-base 
in this area, future models can use this information to evaluate what sources of uncertainty 
to cover when designing AFSC and how to model them. 
AFSC design models are needed that consider sources of uncertainty related to 
the product (shelf life, deterioration rate, heterogeneity, food quality, food safety), process 
(resources needs, production), market (product price) and the environment (weather, 
pests, diseases, regulations). 
4. Conclusions and future research lines 
Lack of both CF to design AFSC by mathematical programming modelling and state-of-
the-art of mathematical programming models to design AFSC motivated this research. 
The objective of this paper was to fill these two gaps in the research literature. 
For this purpose, firstly CF to design AFSC by mathematical programming 
models was proposed. This framework is composed of four blocks that describe the 
characteristics of both the problem under study and the mathematical programming 
models that can be used to address the problem. CF can be used as a tool to either analyse 
existing mathematical programming models to design AFSC or to develop new models 
that apply to specific situations. Then a complete existing state-of-the-art mathematical 
programming model to design AFSC was carried out with the proposed CF. This allowed 
the framework to be validated.  
The analysis results showed that most existing models design generic AFSC 
without considering all SC stages. Very few took into account the existence of multiple 
products and the product characteristics that strongly influenced AFSC performance. 
During the decision process, most models simultaneously considered design and 
tactical/operational decisions by a single time period approach. Thus given the 
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complexity of the addressed problems, some mathematical programming models needed 
to be solved by algorithms/heuristics or by multi-stage optimisation methods. Those 
models basically considered economic objectives, while some also considered optimising 
the chain’s environmental or social impacts. Very little attention was paid to minimise 
waste (13.3%) when designing AFSC. This is surprising knowing that food waste and 
losses is a major concern in AFSC, as reflected in FAO’s (2017) future trends. Since 
waste originates mainly from perishability and food quality, once again these aspects 
demand more attention. Most models were validated by them being applied to a case 
study. 
It is interesting to observe how the consideration of product characteristics is 
related to the purpose of the AFSC design model and to the related design decisions 
(Figure 3). Food quality and product heterogeneity are related to socio-economic 
objectives, which makes sense as these two characteristics can be associated easily with 
customers’ perception of the product. Similarly, product perishability is related to 
economic, social, and environmental objectives because it is not only related to 
customers’ perception of a product, but also to the quantity of waste generated through 
AFSC. When considering product characteristics, related decisions are also related 
mainly to the allocation of the connections between the different SC stakeholders. 
[Figure 3 near here] 
Generally, the complexity of models increases when considering one agri-food 
product characteristic or more, and algorithms/heuristics are often needed to solve these 
models (Figure 4). The cases which contemplate perishability, but do not use algorithms 
to solve the model, correspond to the models with few constraints and decisions, one time 
period, one objective and two SC stages. So they can be considered small problems 
[Figure 4 near here] 
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Very few papers considered sources of uncertainty in their models. In addition, 
the sources of uncertainty (supply, lead time, cost, demand) modelled in the analysed 
models were present in each SC, regardless of the sector, and did not make a considerable 
contribution to uncertainty modelling research in the agri-food sector. Despite the 
negative impact of uncertainties on AFSC performance, no models were found that 
included any uncertain parameter related with either product characteristics or the 
environment. Therefore, it is necessary to include these inherent AFSC sources of 
uncertainty to obtain a proper and more robust AFSC design.   
Lastly from this state of the art, the following future research lines are presented. 
Firstly, there is a need to make a distinction in models for designing crop-based and 
animal-based AFSC because their production process and product characteristics are not 
the same. These models should at least consider the supplier, processor, distributor and 
retailer stages of the SC, the existence of multiple products (and/or subproducts) and the 
characteristics of these products (perishability, food quality, food safety and 
heterogeneity). It is noteworthy that, to the best of our knowledge, no AFSC design model 
has dealt with the food safety characteristic before. 
It is also necessary to develop multiple time periods AFSC design models to 
reflect the dynamic characteristics of products (limited shelf life, deterioration, 
seasonality in prices, production yields, etc.) and the environment. Considering multiple 
time periods also allows design decisions to be made during each time period by allowing 
the SC to adapt to requirements at all times. All the design decisions should be addressed 
by these models, and it would be interesting to simultaneously address the procurement, 
production, storage and transport decisions and product characteristics to obtain accurate 
solutions to real AFSC performance. Inclusion of multiple objectives related to economic, 
environmental and social aspects seems mandatory if different sustainability dimensions 
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are to be addressed. In doing so, and given their usual conflicting nature and the inherent 
complexity of AFSC, adopting multi-objective programming models might be suitable. 
Combining other mathematical programming models with MADM techniques also seems 
adequate to provide MADM with a limited number of AFSC design solutions 
(alternatives) to be evaluated by different criteria. This can be used also to simplify the 
AFSC design problem by previously using MADM techniques to consider some 
objectives and to rule out the worst solutions from part of the AFSC design.  
Future models should design AFSC in an uncertain context. For this purpose, 
more research on sources of uncertainty is needed. We propose conducting a study of the 
degree of influence that each source of uncertainty has on AFSC performance, followed 
by identifying the best way to address each uncertainty source. The results of this research 
could help researchers to decide which sources of uncertainty to address in future AFSC 
design models. 
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Table 1. Literature review 
Paper 
type 
Reference Application Dimensions Novelty Conclusions 
CF De Keizer et al. 
(2012) 
Assessing the suitability of a 
combined stochastic and dynamic 
modelling approach to design and 





It considers the importance 
of product perishability and 
supply and demand 
uncertainties during the SC 
design process. 
Need to incorporate product perishability into both 
design and control models.  
A hybrid approach that combines simulation and 
optimisation is a promising research direction. 
Iakovou et al. 
(2012) 
Optimising the design, planning 
and operation of AFSC by 
implementing appropriate green SC 
management and logistics 
principles. 
Tool for reducing CO2 emissions 
through the design, planning and 
operation of AFSC.  
Sustainable farming 




Corporate social responsibility 
This CF measures SC 
performance by focusing 
on environmental 
performance, while 
previous literature focuses 
on efficiency and other 
economic-related 
performance. 
The proposed framework is expected to foster 
sustainable regional socio-economic development on two 
major axes, namely rural development and the 
agriculture sector. 
CF focus on developing green operations that will lead to 
new environmentally benign SC designs and operations 
to replace less sustainable practices. 
Vlajic, van der 
Vorst, and 
Haijema (2012) 
To support the analysis and design 
of robust food SC. 
Tool guide for managing process 
disturbances and designing robust 
SC. 
Description of the SC scenario and 
identification of KPIs. 
Identification and characterisation of 
unexpected events and disturbances in 
processes that impact performance 
robustness. 
Assessment of performance robustness 
Identification of sources of vulnerability 
Identification of appropriate redesign 
principles and strategies. 
This CF fills the gap 
caused by lack of an 
integral framework that 
guides companies to 
manage process 
disturbances and design 
robust SC. 
Process disturbances can be detected and typified by 
analysing the performance robustness of specific 
scenarios. Each disturbance is related to a set of sources 
of vulnerability that represent a direct/indirect cause of 
disturbance. A set of redesign principles and strategies is 
identified to prevent disturbance. More research is 
needed to extend and validate these findings. 
More research that models and quantifies the impact on 
key SC performance indicators for alternative SC 
scenarios is needed. 
LR Lucas and 
Chhajed (2004) 
Bringing location-allocation 







First review of applications 
of location models in the 
agriculture sector. 
Production-distribution models have emerged in agri-
business and authors expect them to continue. 
It is important to consider globalisation and sources of 
uncertainty when designing any global SC. Global SC 






Establishing a generic state of the 
art in AFSC location problems 
related to mathematical 
programming models. 
 
Type of location problem 
Type of mathematical programming 
model 
Type of solution method 
Aspects covered by papers 
Up-to-date review of AFSC 
location models. 
Models including product perishability, waste and the 
stochastic behaviour of some variables are required. 
Dynamic models should be employed to locate facilities 
in perishable AFSC. 
Future models should contemplate different transport 
types that allow the organoleptic properties of products 
to be conserved. 
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Table 2. Number of publications per source 
Source References % 
Advanced Methods for Computational Collective Intelligence 1 3.3 
Advances in Mechanical and Electronic Engineering 1 3.3 
Annals of Operations Research 1 3.3 
Applied Mathematical Modelling 1 3.3 
British Food Journal 2 6.7 
Computers & Operations Research 1 3.3 
Computers and Electronics in Agriculture 1 3.3 
European Journal of Operational Research 3 10.0 
Information 1 3.3 
International Conference on Management Science and Engineering 1 3.3 
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems and Knowledge Discovery 1 3.3 
International conference on Service Operations, Logistics, and Informatics 1 3.3 
International Conference on Communications, Computing and Control Applications 1 3.3 
International Conference on Management and Service Science 1 3.3 
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Management Science and Electronic 
Commerce 
1 3.3 
International Journal of Computer Science Issues 1 3.3 
International Journal of Production Economics 2 6.7 
Journal of Cleaner Production 1 3.3 
Journal of Food Engineering 2 6.7 
Key Engineering Materials 1 3.3 
OR Spectrum 1 3.3 
Production Planning & Control 1 3.3 
Puente Revista Científica 1 3.3 
South African Journal of Industrial Engineering 1 3.3 
Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board 1 3.3 
TOTAL 30 100 
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Table 3. Classification of AFSC characteristics  
Reference Subsector 
SC stages No. of products Product characteristics 






Accorsi et al. (2016) agri-food X X X X  X      
Allaoui et al. (2016) agri-food X X X X   X     
Amorim et al. (2016) agri-food X X  X   X X X  X 
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005) pea-based 
food 
 X    X      
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013) agri-food  X X X   X     
Boudahri et al. (2011) agri-food  X  X  X      
Boudahri et al. (2012a) agri-food  X  X  X      
Boudahri et al. (2012b) agri-food  X  X   X     
Boudahri et al. (2013) agri-food  X  X   X     
Colicchia et al. (2016) agri-food   X X  X      
Di et al. (2011) agri-food   X X  X  X    
Ding (2011) agri-food X X    X      
Ding (2013) agri-food X X  X  X      
Etemadnia et al. (2013) agri-food  X X X  X      
Etemadnia et al. (2015) agri-food  X X X  X      
Govindan et al. (2014) agri-food  X X X  X  X    
Jonkman et al. (2017) sugar X X  X   X     
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013) dairy X X     X     
Mohammed and Wang (2017a) agri-food X X  X  X      
Mohammed and Wang (2017b) agri-food X X  X  X   X   
Mohammed and Wang (2017c) agri-food X X  X  X      
Neungmatcha et al. (2013) sugar X X    X      
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012) agri-food   X X   X     
Singh et al. (2016) agri-food   X X   X X    
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010) agri-food  X X   X      
Wouda et al. (2002) dairy X X X    X     
Xiaohui and Wen (2009) agri-food   X X  X  X    
Zhao and Dou (2011) agri-food X X X    X X    
Zhao and Lv (2011) agri-food X X X    X X    
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007) agri-food   X X  X  X    
Total  14 24 16 22 0 18 12 8 2 0 1 
%  46.7 80.0 53.3 73.3 0.0 60.0 40.0 26.7 6.7 0.0 3.3 
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Table 4. Classification of decision characteristics  
Reference 
Design decisions Additional decisions Time horizon 
FR FL CA MCF SA FA MA ET Inv Lab Proc Prod Rou TQ TM TC STP MTP 
Accorsi et al. (2016) X X X  X X X       X   X  
Allaoui et al. (2016) X X X X X X X X   X X  X X   X 
Amorim et al. (2016)     X X X  X  X X  X    X 
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005)  X    X      X  X X  X  
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013)  X    X X      X X   X  
Boudahri et al. (2011)  X     X          X  
Boudahri et al. (2012a)  X     X          X  
Boudahri et al. (2012b)  X     X          X  
Boudahri et al. (2013)  X     X      X    X  
Colicchia et al. (2016)  X     X          X  
Di et al. (2011)  X     X          X  
Ding (2011)  X   X X        X   X  
Ding (2013)  X   X  X       X   X  
Etemadnia et al. (2013)  X    X X       X   X  
Etemadnia et al. (2015)  X    X X       X X  X  
Govindan et al. (2014)  X    X X  X   X X X  X  X 
Jonkman et al. (2017) X X X  X X X       X    X 
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013) X X    X        X    X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017a)  X   X  X       X   X  
Mohammed and Wang (2017b)  X   X  X   X    X   X  
Mohammed and Wang (2017c)  X   X  X   X    X   X  
Neungmatcha et al. (2013)  X X  X            X  
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012)  X X    X          X  
Singh et al. (2016)  X  X   X       X   X  
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010)  X     X          X  
Wouda et al. (2002) X X   X X X    X X  X   X  
Xiaohui and Wen (2009)  X     X          X  
Zhao and Dou (2011) X X   X X X    X X  X X  X  
Zhao and Lv (2011) X X   X X X    X X  X X  X  
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007)  X     X          X  
Total 6 29 5 2 13 14 26 1 2 2 5 7 3 19 5 1 25 5 
% 20.0 96.7 16.7 6.7 43.3 46.7 86.7 3.3 6.7 6.7 16.7 23.3 10.0 63.3 16.7 3.3 83.3 16.7 
FR: Facility role, FL: Facility location, CA: Capacity allocation, MCF: Maintain/Close facility, SA: Supply allocation, FA: Facility allocation, MA: Market 
allocation; ET: Energy type, Inv: Inventory, Lab: Labouring, Proc: Procurement, Prod: Production, Rou: Routing, TQ: Transported quantity, TM: Transport 
mode, TC: Transport capacity; STP: Single time period, MTP: Multiple time period 
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Table 5. Classification of the modelling approach (Part I) 
Reference 
Model type Model purpose 





Accorsi et al. (2016) X        X   
Allaoui et al. (2016)   X    X  X X X 
Amorim et al. (2016)     X  X X   X 
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005) X        X   
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013)    X    X    
Boudahri et al. (2011)  X       X   
Boudahri et al. (2012a)  X       X   
Boudahri et al. (2012b)  X       X   
Boudahri et al. (2013)  X       X   
Colicchia et al. (2016)   X      X X  
Di et al. (2011)  X     X  X   
Ding (2011)     X  X  X   
Ding (2013)     X  X  X   
Etemadnia et al. (2013)  X       X   
Etemadnia et al. (2015)  X     X  X   
Govindan et al. (2014)   X    X  X X  
Jonkman et al. (2017)  X      X    
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013)      X   X   
Mohammed and Wang (2017a)      X   X  X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017b)   X    X  X  X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017c)      X X  X X X 
Neungmatcha et al. (2013)  X     X  X   
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012)     X    X  X 
Singh et al. (2016)  X       X   
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010)  X     X  X   
Wouda et al. (2002)  X       X   
Xiaohui and Wen (2009)  X       X   
Zhao and Dou (2011)  X     X  X   
Zhao and Lv (2011)  X     X  X   
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007)  X       X   
Total 2 16 4 1 4 3 13 3 27 4 6 
% 6.7 53.3 13.3 3.3 13.3 10.0 43.3 10.0 90.0 13.3 20.0 
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Table 6. Classification of the modelling approach (Part II) 
Reference 





Distance Budget Waste Time 
Service 
level 





Accorsi et al. (2016)  X           X 
Allaoui et al. (2016) X X           X 
Amorim et al. (2016) X X           X 
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005)             X 
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013)  X   X     X  X  
Boudahri et al. (2011)  X           X 
Boudahri et al. (2012a)  X           X 
Boudahri et al. (2012b)  X           X 
Boudahri et al. (2013)  X          X  
Colicchia et al. (2016)  X  X         X 
Di et al. (2011)   X          X 
Ding (2011)  X X X         X 
Ding (2013)    X    X     X 
Etemadnia et al. (2013) X X  X        X  
Etemadnia et al. (2015) X X  X         X 
Govindan et al. (2014)  X X    X      X 
Jonkman et al. (2017) X X           X 
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013)  X        X   X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017a) X X           X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017b) X X     X      X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017c) X X     X      X 
Neungmatcha et al. (2013) X X           X 
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012)  X           X 
Singh et al. (2016)  X  X         X 
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010)  X           X 
Wouda et al. (2002) X  X         X  
Xiaohui and Wen (2009)   X          X 
Zhao and Dou (2011) X      X  X    X 
Zhao and Lv (2011) X      X  X    X 
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007)  X    X       X 
Total 12 23 5 6 1 1 5 1 2 2 0 4 26 
% 40.0 76.7 16.7 20.0 3.3 3.3 16.7 3.3 6.7 6.7 0.0 13.3 86.7 
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Accorsi et al. (2016) X  X         
Allaoui et al. (2016) X X X   X   X   
Amorim et al. (2016)  X X X  X      
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005)  X X   X      
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013) X X X X   X     
Boudahri et al. (2011) X  X         
Boudahri et al. (2012a) X  X         
Boudahri et al. (2012b) X  X         
Boudahri et al. (2013) X  X         
Colicchia et al. (2016)   X         
Di et al. (2011) X X X X X       
Ding (2011) X X X  X       
Ding (2013) X X X         
Etemadnia et al. (2013) X  X         
Etemadnia et al. (2015) X  X         
Govindan et al. (2014) X X X X   X     
Jonkman et al. (2017) X X X         
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013) X  X         
Mohammed and Wang (2017a)   X       X  
Mohammed and Wang (2017b)   X       X X 
Mohammed and Wang (2017c)  X X       X  
Neungmatcha et al. (2013) X X X         
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012) X  X X  X      
Singh et al. (2016) X  X    X X X   
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010) X  X         
Wouda et al. (2002)  X X   X      
Xiaohui and Wen (2009) X  X  X       
Zhao and Dou (2011)  X X X        
Zhao and Lv (2011)  X X X        
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007)   X  X       
Total 20 14 30 7 4 5 3 1 2 3 1 









Uncertain parameters Uncertainty type 
Product Process Market Environment 
Det Unc SL DR H FQ FS S LT RN Prod C D MP W PD R Ep Al 
Accorsi et al. (2016) X                   
Allaoui et al. (2016) X                   
Amorim et al. (2016)  X      X X   X X      X 
Apaiah and Hendrix (2005) X                   
Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013)  X      X     X      X 
Boudahri et al. (2011) X                   
Boudahri et al. (2012a) X                   
Boudahri et al. (2012b) X                   
Boudahri et al. (2013) X                   
Colicchia et al. (2016) X                   
Di et al. (2011) X                   
Ding (2011)  X          X       X 
Ding (2013)  X      X    X       X 
Etemadnia et al. (2013) X                   
Etemadnia et al. (2015) X                   
Govindan et al. (2014) X                   
Jonkman et al. (2017) X                   
Jouzdani, Sadjadi, and Fathian (2013)  X           X     X  
Mohammed and Wang (2017a)  X           X     X  
Mohammed and Wang (2017b) X                   
Mohammed and Wang (2017c)  X      X    X X     X  
Neungmatcha et al. (2013) X                   
Reza-Nasiri and Davoudpour (2012)  X           X      X 
Singh et al. (2016) X                   
Villa-Marulanda, Leguizamón, and Niño-Mora (2010) X                   
Wouda et al. (2002) X                   
Xiaohui and Wen (2009) X                   
Zhao and Dou (2011) X                   
Zhao and Lv (2011) X                   
Zhi-lin and Dong (2007) X                   
Total 22 8 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 3 5 
% 73.3 26.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.3 3.3 0.0 0.0 13.3 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 16.7 
Det: Deterministic, Unc: Uncertain; SL: Shelf life, DR: Deterioration rate, H: Heterogeneity, FQ: Food quality, FS: Food safety; S: Supply, LT: Lead time, RN: 




























Figure 4: Model type versus Product characteristics 
